
More1 aids, firmware.4.2

iPhone 13 mini IOS16.3

iPad generation 9 IOS16.3


I have my aids paired to both the iPhone and iPad and Bluetooth and enabled. I can stream 
from either the iPhone or iPad to my aids, but streaming wise the aids are only available to one 
device at a time. Control Panel wise I can control my aids from either the iPhone or iPad.I don’t 
have the ON app installed, because when installed it causes connectivity issues when I am 
trying to stream from the TV Adapter. If my aids show connection to the iPhone and I start 
streaming say an audiobook from my iPad I will get a slight delay then my aids receive the 
streaming audiobook from the iPad. The aids say connected to the iPad until I force a transfer 
of the aids back to the iPhone by either starting a streaming process from my iPhone or if I 
momentarily disable the Bluetooth on the iPad. 


How to setup this arrangement. 

I forgot my aids from both my iPhone and iPad then I restarted both. I powered off my aids, I 
restarted my iPhone and iPad, opened settings on both, then accessibility,  hearing devices, 
and powered up my aids, first I paired my aids to the iPhone, once completed I hit pair on the 
iPad at first it just thinks about it but will finally pair and you see all of the information about the 
aids. I have done this a couple of weeks to see if I can duplicate it. I have to say at first it 
doesn’t look like the aids are going to pair to the iPad. 

 Next I made use of the following 

Audio routing both call audio and media audio set to always hearing devices. This seem 
important for I haven’t been able to get the streaming to work without these settings. 

Control Nearby Devices enabled 

Audio handoff enabled 

Control on Lock Screen enabled 

Disclaimer I haven’t verified incoming calls. My family and friends know to message me. 

I have my phone settings to give me voice notifications and read my messages to me. Also I 
get voice notifications for the few incoming calls. 

On the iPhone I have play system sounds enabled 

And I have Siri enabled to do certain commands from me like end calls, and reply to messages 
if I have my focus set for things like driving, which I rarely do because I have my phone paired 
to our vehicle entertainment system. I have a reminder to set my call auto to automatic when in 
the vehicle or my calls would go to my aids and not the entertainment system. 



